G-Shock Solar Atomic Rescue GW7900B
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for this product! (Please note that the color shown in the video may no longer be available.) Be it the Sahara desert or a dive in the
Indian Ocean, your G-Shock&#8482; Solar Atomic Rescue Watch is ready for anything. Multi-band atomic timekeeping (US, UK,
Germany, Japan, China). Receives time calibration radio signals which keep the displayed time accurate. Manual receive function:
Signal: US WWVB, UK MSF, Germany DCF77, Japan JJY40/JJY60, China BPC
Frequency: US 60kHz, UK 60kHz, Germany 77.5kHz, Japan 40/60kHz, BPC 68.5kHz
Tough solar power. Shock resistant. 200M water resistant. Full Auto EL backlight with Afterglow. Moon Data (moon age of the
specific data, moon phase graph). Tide graph (tide level for specific date and time). World time of 31 times zones, 48 cities, city code
display, and daylight saving on/off. 5 independent daily alarms. Hourly time signal. Countdown timer with a range of 1 second to 24
hours (1-minute increments and 1-hour increments). Auto-repeat and time-up alarm. 1/100 second stopwatch with measuring
capacity of 23:59&#039;59.99" and measuring modes of elapsed time, split time, 1st-2nd place times. Button operation tone on/off.
Battery power indicator. Power saving function. Auto calendar is pre-programmed until the year 2099. 12/24 hour formats. Accuracy
+/- 15 seconds per month (with no signal calibration). Storage battery: Solar rechargeable battery. Approximate battery life: 9 months
on a full charge (without further exposure to light). Module 3200. Buckle closure. Dimensions:
Face Width 27.47mm
Face Height 16.06mm
Face Depth 31.04mm
Band Width 30.55mm
Band Circumference 10.25 inches
This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full
manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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